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I. General Questions

FAQ

Retreating
Q. If Exit rules are in effect, and my opponent forces me to retreat while my unit is on an Exit hex, may I retreat off the board
and get a medal?
A. No, the intent has always been that units must be ordered and then move off the battlefield via an Exit hex. You may not
retreat off the board and gain an Exit medal.
Q. Is it possible to score a medal by retreating?
A. Yes, if your opponent forces your unit to retreat and you retreat onto an objective medal hex, it is possible to capture that
medal during your retreat.
Q. If I roll a Flag against a Tiger tank and it is unable to retreat, is it destroyed?
A. If a Tiger tank is forced to retreat, like any other unit that cannot retreat, one hit is scored for each retreat hex it cannot
complete. However, these hits must be re-rolled and only a Grenade counts as a hit on the re-roll.
Q. If a Unit with a Heroic Leader is behind sandbags may that unit ignore 2 Flags thrown against it in a single battle?
A. Yes, this unit could ignore the 1st Flag because of the sandbag (Terrain Protection) and the 2nd Flag because of Heroic
Leader (Special Unit Protection). This same effect would also apply to Italian Artillery Units and Imperial Japanese units.
However, if attacked by a Barrage or Airpower card, the unit would not be able to ignore any Flag because those cards
always overpower the protections.
Q. Can a unit retreat onto a Fordable River hex and if a unit is already in a Fordable River can it retreat out of the hex?
A. Yes, a unit can retreat into and out of a Fordable River hex.

Winter Wars
Q. How many units can I activate using the NEW Medics & Mechanics card in the Breakthrough card deck?
A. Per the rules on p. 6 in the Winter Wars booklet, the Breakthrough Medics & Mechanics card now allows multiple units
across the battlefield to recover figures. An Infantry symbol rolled recovers one Infantry figure in any Infantry unit and an Armor
symbol rolled recovers one tank figure in any Armor unit across the battlefield; a Star roll recovers a figure of your choice in
any unit across the battlefield. Each unit that recovers at least one figure may be ordered.
Q. Can I use a Bitter Resistance card to keep from retreating when my opponent plays Ambush, to continue to battle after
he rolls a retreat flag?
A. Yes, Combat Cards in many cases make exceptions and will modify a rule. We play that Bitter Resistance, when played
on a unit allows the unit to ignore one flag. This card may also be used either alone or with other Bitter Resistance cards to
ignore a flag or flags when attacked by an enemy Air Power or Barrage.
Q. Does an On the Move card allow my chosen unit to battle, recover figures, strafe, etc.?
A. No, On the Move only allows a unit to move; the unit can do no other actions.
Q. In playing Winter Wars scenarios with Reduced Visibility rules, do Tank Destroyers still get hit with Stars by non-Infantry
units firing from a distance?
A. Yes, A Tank Destroyer unit follows the standard rules for scoring hits against it when playing Winter Wars scenarios with
Reduced Visibility rules.

Air Sortie Cards in Breakthrough
Q. If we are playing with 2 Command Card decks for Breakthrough battles, how many Air Sortie cards are used in a scenario
like Breakthrough at Mortain?
A. Only use 2 Air Sorties and give both to the Allied player.
Q. If we’re playing with 2 Command Card decks but a scenario that has Air Rules as optional says to give 1 Air Sortie to each
player, how many Air Sortie cards are used?
A. Use only 2 Air Sorties and give 1 to each player.

Q. We know that you can’t go into any detail, but do you still
have plans for developing and
expanding the Memoir ’44 game system family?
A. No matter what one calls it; Memoir, Commands & Colors,
Battle Cry or BattleLore, the
answer is “Yes”, there will be additional family members!

!

!

» Richard Borg 〈Designer of Memoir ’44〉
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II. Terrain
Oceans

FAQ

7
15

✪ Maximum movement in ocean is 1 hex
✪ Unit cannot battle when in ocean!
✪ Unit cannot retreat onto ocean
✪ Do not block line of sight

2

Q. How do you play the Coastline Hexes that occur in the Mediterranean scenarios, they are not listed in the Card
Compendium?
A. Essentially, Coastline hexes are treated exactly the same as Ocean hexes. A Coastline hex pictures - water and beach with movement and battle details on Terrain 7- Ocean summary card.
Road Blocks

40
12

✪ Infantry moving in must stop and may move no further on that turn
✪ Impassable by Armor & Artillery
✪ Unit may ignore 1 flag!
!
✪ Do not block line of sight

1

Q. Is it possible to remove road blocks?
A. Yes. An Engineer unit that moves onto a Road Block may remove the Road Block instead of battling.
Roads

42
5,
6

✪ Unit that starts its move on a Road and stays on it may move 1 additional hex
✪ No combat restrictions!
!
✪ Do not block line of sight, except when over Hills

Q. If road hex tiles are adjacent on the board, although the road images themselves are not visually connected, will I still get
the Road bonus of one extra hex since I’m on Road hexes the entire turn?
A. No, you will not receive the road movement bonus of moving one additional hex unless the unit moves directly along the
connected road images.
Abatis

66
11

✪ Infantry moving in must stop and may move no further on that turn
✪ Impassable by Armor & Artillery
✪ Unit may ignore 1 flag!
!
✪ Do not block line of sight

Q. It says in the Campaign Book #1 that Abatis is like wire except impassable to armor and artillery. It also says in the Terrain
pack that the engineer units may remove wire and battle with -1 die. So may an Engineer unit enter an Abatis hex, remove the
Abatis and battle out at -1 die?
A. No. An Engineer unit that moves onto an Abatis may remove the Road Block instead of battling.
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III. Actions
Exit Markers

FAQ

23

Q. May I use the extra hex move in the North African Desert Rules, to Take Ground with an Armor unit and then Exit the
board to score a medal?
A. Yes, Taking Ground and then exiting the board is possible on the Armor Overrun North African Desert Rules.
Q. If Exit rules are in effect, and my opponent forces me to retreat while my unit is on an Exit hex, may I retreat off the
board and get a medal?
A. No, the intent has always been that units must be ordered and then move off the battlefield via an Exit hex. You may
not retreat off the board and gain an Exit medal.
Q. Can my unit claim a medal if it has landed on an Exit Token or on my opponent’s baseline when Exit rules are in
effect?
A. No, you have to actually exit the board to gain the medal. A unit must cross the Exit hex and leave the map board.
Leaving the map board counts as one hex of movement. When your unit leaves the board, it is then placed on your
medal stand.

IV. Troops
Big Guns

FAQ

3
11
7,
13

✪ Fire at 3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1
✪ Place cross-hair marker on hex of target when hit is scored.
✪ Until moved or destroyed, zeroed-in units take fire at +1 in future rounds
✪ Cross-hair markers are not cumulative

Q. If Big Gun artillery hits a Tiger on the initial roll but misses the grenade re-roll, is the Tiger considered zeroed in?
A. Yes, even though the re-roll to confirm the hit is a miss, the initial die roll is considered a “hit” for the purposes of zeroing in.
Snipers

10
5

✪ 1 figure
✪ Fire at 1, 1, 1, 1, 1
✪ Move 0-2 and battle
✪ Move onto any terrain and may still battle, but
must still obey terrain movement restrictions

✪ May not target an Armor unit
✪ Sniper is only hit on Grenade symbol
✪ Sniper does not count as Victory Medal when
eliminated

Q. Are Snipers able to fire out of wire?
A. No, the -1 die means they have zero attack ability according to the rules; unless they have been given an additional die on
the turn they are in the wire.
Q. May a Sniper unit be ordered using a Behind Enemy Lines card.
A. Yes. Any Infantry unit can be ordered with Behind Enemy Lines unless the rules for the unit say differently.
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Destroyers

12
9

✪ Move 0-2 Ocean hexes and battle
✪ Cannot move adjacent to Beach
✪ May ignore 1 flag, takes hit if cannot retreat
✪ Cross-hair markers are not cumulative

✪ Fire at 3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1
✪ Hit by grenades only - Takes 3 hits to sink
✪ Place cross-hair marker on hex of target when
hit is scored. Until moved or destroyed,
zeroed-in units take fire at +1 in future rounds

Q. When a Destroyer moves, do any targeting cross-hair markers return to the ship?
A. Yes. All of the targeting cross-hair markers return to the ship, just like they would for Big Guns.

de France in May 2011. Can you
Q. We heard that you were able to attend the Memoir ’44 Open
it was like for you and what historical sites you visited?

describe what

A. The Memoir ’44 Open de France in May 2011 was awesome!
prior to this trip, so they all were very
I never before had the opportunity to visit any World War II sites
could actually spend a month or more; at least
awesome also. I only had about a day to see the sites, but a person
that is what I wish I could do! ;-)
!

!

» Richard Borg 〈Designer of Memoir ’44〉

Supply Trucks

17
#1

✪ 1-3 figures, per scenario
✪ Treated as Infantry, for all purposes
✪ Move 0-2, + 2 hexes when on a road

✪ Cannot battle
✪ When adjacent to weakened friendly unit, may
Re-supply it

Q. Can Supply Trucks be ordered with the Behind Enemy Lines card and re-supply in the middle of their move?
A. No. As it says in the detailed rules for Supply Trucks page - “Behind Enemy Lines, Dig-in, Medics & Mechanics - Supply
Truck units may not be ordered using any of these Command cards”. Note: Patrol Cars cannot be ordered with the Behind
Enemy Lines card either, as outlined in the detailed rules page for that unit.
Half-Tracks

ng
mion
o
C So

18
#4

✪ 1-3 figures, per scenario
✪ Treated as Armor, for all purposes
✪ Move 0-2 and battle
✪ Fire at 2, 2

✪ On successful Close Assault, may Take
Ground but not Overrun
✪ When adjacent to weakened friendly unit, may
Re-supply in lieu of battling

Q. May Half-Tracks remove Wire and battle?
A. Yes, they behave like Armor for everything except what is written on the summary card (i.e. attack distance). So it may
remove Wire and battle the same turn, but like Armor, it must stop on the hex.

Q. Will you be creating a Cam
paign Book FAQ soon?
A. The short answer is “No
”. I’m already busy trying
to keep
the FAQ updated, navigatin
g computer problems, and
other
projects that I’m working on
so for the foreseeable future
I
won’t be creating a Campai
gn Book FAQ. However, if som
eon
e
else is interested in tacklin
g the project and wants som
e
pointers, I would be happy
to advise them.
!
!

» Jesse Rasmussen 〈Mem
oir ’44 player United States〉

!
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V. Air Rules

FAQ

General Questions
Q. When using the new Breakthrough card deck, how many Air Sortie cards should I use?
A. Two Air Sortie cards should be used when the Air Rules are in effect.
Q. When can I use the Air Rules with Official Memoir ʼ44 scenarios?
A. It is always the choice of the players, but speaking about the Memoir scenarios as designed:
» When the Special Rules state Air Rules are in effect, the scenario was designed and play tested using Air Rules.
This does not mean players have to use Air Rules, but the scenario results may vary from the play tested results.
» When the Special Rules state Air Rules are optional, it means that the scenario was play tested both ways, using
Air Rules and without using Air Rules. The scenario can be played either way.
» When the Special Rules state Air Rules are not in effect, the scenario was designed to not use Air Rules. Air Rules
are not in effect because of historical data.
» When the Special Rules do not comment about Air Rules, the scenario was designed to not use Air Rules. If players
choose to use Air Rules there is no guarantee the scenario will play as the designer actually intended.
» In the Winter Wars expansion none of the scenario designs are played using Air Rules.
Q. If we are playing with 2 Command Card decks for Breakthrough battles, how many Air Sortie cards are used in a scenario
like Breakthrough at Mortain?
A. Only use 2 Air Sorties and give both to the Allied player.
Q. If we’re playing with 2 Command Card decks but a scenario that has Air Rules as optional says to give 1 Air Sortie to each
player, how many Air Sortie cards are used?
A. Use only 2 Air Sorties and give 1 to each player.
Ground Interdiction

5
7

Special Action
✪ Any ordered ground enemy unit that starts its turn adjacent to Airplane cannot move, but may still
battle; does not count toward Air Check
✪ Any ordered ground enemy unit that moves onto hex adjacent to Airplane must stop and cannot battle
this turn

Q. When an Airplane uses Ground Interdiction, are any enemy ground units that are adjacent to that Airplane able to be
ordered with a Firefight card?
A. Yes, they can be ordered and they can battle. An Airborne airplane using Ground Interdiction does NOT prevent adjacent
enemy units from battling. In addition an Airborne airplane does NOT block line of sight, or prevent the Ground Interdicted
units from targeting more distant targets. [Air Pack Rules p. 9]
Ground Support

6
7

Special Action
✪ Airplane negates terrain protection for all adjacent enemy units attacked by ground troops in Close
Assault

FAQ Page 31:
“Q. When an Airplane uses Ground Support to strip a unit of ʻterrain protectionʼ, does this only apply to the Battle Dice
reduction or does it also apply to the ability to ignore a Flag?
A. Ground Support negates any and all terrain protection, both Battle Dice reduction and the ability to ignore Flags.”
Q. When an Airplane uses Ground Support to strip a unit of ʻterrain protectionʼ, although this removes the ability to ignore a
Flag that the terrain provides, if the unit (i.e. Japanese Infantry, Heroic Leader, Italian Artillery) has an intrinsic ability to also
ignore the first flag, is this ability lost as well?
A. The ability to ignore a Flag by (i.e. Japanese Infantry, Heroic Leader, Italian Artillery) has nothing to do with terrain,
therefore Ground Support does not remove their ability to ignore a Flag.
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VIII. Command

FAQ

Q. Can an Artillery unit ordered by an Artillery Bombard card move into a hex containing Wire?
A. Yes. An Artillery unit, like any other unit that enters a hex with Wire, must stop and may move no further on
that turn.
Q. Does an Artillery unit ordered by an Artillery Bombard that is in hex containing Wire have a dice reduction
when battling?
A. Yes. Like an Infantry unit, an Artillery unit on a hex with Wire will reduce the number of Battle dice it rolls by 1.
Q. Does a Mobile Artillery unit that is ordered by an Artillery Bombard card get to both move and battle?
A. No, the unit follows the specific rules on the card; it may either move up to 3 hexes or battle twice, but not
both.

Q. Can an Infantry unit that has the ability to cross a river with a collapsible boat use their boat with the Behind
Enemy Lines card?
A. Yes, however, once the unit crosses the river, immediately remove the unit’s Battle Star token; the unit has
abandoned its boat, and may now no longer move onto a river hex.
Q. May a Sniper unit be ordered using a Behind Enemy Lines card.
A. Yes. Any Infantry unit can be ordered with Behind Enemy Lines unless the rules for the unit say differently.
Q. Can Supply Trucks be ordered with the Behind Enemy Lines card and re-supply in the middle of their
move?
A. No. As it says in the detailed rules for Supply Trucks page - “Behind Enemy Lines, Dig-in, Medics &
Mechanics - Supply Truck units may not be ordered using any of these Command cards”. Note: Patrol Cars
cannot be ordered with the Behind Enemy Lines card either, as outlined in the detailed rules page for that unit.
Q. If you order Cavalry with Behind Enemy Lines (since it’s considered an Infantry Unit for all purposes), can it
Overrun and battle with an extra die before it moves the second set of 3 hexes?
A. Yes. Cavalry ordered with Behind Enemy Lines may move 3 hexes, battle with an extra die, Overrun, battle
with an extra die again, Take Ground if appropriate, and then move 3 hexes. In effect, the Cavalry could move a
total of 8 hexes when ordered with Behind Enemy Lines, if everything went right.

Q. On the Dig-In card, it says, "Issue an order to 4 Infantry units. The units improve their position by..." Since
the card says the Infantry receive an order, may they use that order to recover figures on an Oasis hex.
A. No. They may only place the Sandbags. This is not a general order to be used as you see fit, but a specific
order to do only what the card specifies.

Q. Is it is possible to assign a Firefight order to a unit which at the exact time of receiving the order is not capable
of making an attack (within firing range of an opponent's unit)?
A. Yes, all the rule stipulates is that an ordered unit may not be adjacent to an enemy unit at the time of ordering.
There is nothing wrong with ordering a unit, anticipating that a target may become available during the turn. Note:
if an enemy unit retreats adjacent to a Firefight ordered unit that has not battled yet, then that unit may not battle.
Q. When an Airplane uses Ground Interdiction, are any enemy ground units that are adjacent to that Airplane able
to be ordered with a Firefight card?
A. Yes, they can be ordered and they can battle. An Airborne airplane using Ground Interdiction does NOT
prevent adjacent enemy units from battling. In addition an Airborne airplane does NOT block line of sight, or
prevent the Ground Interdicted units from targeting more distant targets. [Air Pack Rules p. 9]
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IX. Special
Weapon Assets

FAQ

Special Weapon Assets

4
9

✪ SWA is placed with unit, removed when last figure is lost
✪ Unit with SWA is treated as Infantry, for all purposes
✪ Unit with SWA may not Take Ground
✪ SWA does not count as an additional Medal

Q. The Late War SWA units in the Winter Wars rulebook don’t say that they can’t Take Ground like the original SWA units.
Does this mean that the Late War units can Take Ground?
A. No. SWA units can never Take Ground. The Special Weapon Assets - Late War summary card [SWAs Card 4] clearly
states that SWA Units cannot Take Ground but the Winter Wars rulebook is missing this detail.

FAQ

XI. Scenarios

Peleliu Landings Overlord
Q. On p. 22 of the Pacific Theater Rules booklet it shows four (4)
HQ and Supply Tents used in the set-up. On the Official Scenario
Listing online http://www.daysofwonder.com/memoir44/en/editor/
view/?id=1517 it shows four (4) Pacific Villages being used in the
set-up. Which of these hexes is the correct ones to use?
A. The four (4) Pacific Villages should be used in the set-up.

Manado Landings
Q. When ordering a Paradrop in this scenario, which type of Command Card may I use as an order to
drop a unit?
A. Any command card which could be used to order an Infantry unit in the section where the Paradrop
Battle Stars reside can be used for the Paradrop.
Q. How do you perform the paradrop function in Manado Landings?
A. For each unit ordered, a single Infantry figure (paratrooper) must be dropped from directly above a hex
with a Battle Star. If the drop is successful and that unit lands safely, regardless of where it lands on the
board, then the Battle Star over which it was originally dropped is removed and the successful figure is
given 3 other figures to create a full unit. If the fall was unsuccessful, the Battle Star remains and the
unsuccessful figure is removed from the board to try again later. Then the next ordered paratrooper is
dropped. This continues until all orders for the paradrop are complete. This means that the Axis player
can eventually gain a unit for each Battle Star, though it may take a while.

Raid On Barce
Q. May I retreat my Jeep through a Town in the Raid on Barce scenario?
A. No, Town hexes are considered impassable terrain for Jeeps and Armor in the Raid on Barce scenario.
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FAQ

Sword Beach

(Breakthrough)

Q. The Special Rules say that British Commonwealth Forces command rules are in effect, for British units
(Nation 5 - British Commonwealth Forces). This rule is only in the online scenario, not in the printed book,
so which is correct?
A. The scenario was set up so players who do not have the Mediterranean expansion pack could enjoy
this Breakthrough battle using only the base game. Players may use British Commonwealth Forces
command rules if they so choose.

Breakthrough to the Beach
Q. Can the Axis reinforcements be targeted, before they are ordered?
A. Yes. They are still units on the battlefield and are treated like normal except that they can’t be ordered
by the Axis player until he reaches 5 medals.
Q. Why are there no British Commonwealth Force rules in this scenario?
A. It became too confusing to remember between British and Allied units. However, if players own the
Mediterranean expansion pack and wish to deploy British units as indicated on the map, then British
Commonwealth Force rules can be used.
Q. Are Allied reinforcements British or American?
A. It doesn’t matter because the British Commonwealth rules aren’t in effect. However, if players want to
use British Commonwealth Force rules, the reinforcements are British.
Q. The notes speaking about only 4 special forces British-units, but there are 5 to see (one with a French
badge). Is this French unit also a special forces or a misprint?
A. The French unit is also Special Forces.
Q. Can the French Special Forces also occupy the Pegasus Bridge to get the medal or only the 3 British
Special Forces units (as written in notes)?
A. The French unit can also capture Pegasus Bridge for a medal.
Q. Do the Churchill AVRE tanks follow the standard flamethrower rule? Do they have to remove mines
when entering a minefield (like Combat Engineers) and can they still battle?
A. Per Jacques David scenario specific rule - Churchill AVRE tanks behave like Combat Engineers when
entering a minefield. The rule therefore is - In a minefield they must clear the mines, instead of battling.

The Surrender of Elster’s Column
Q. The Special Rules say, “The Allied player alone is able to conduct Air Strikes (Actions 3 - Air Strikes).
The Air Power card cannot be played by the Allied player. If he draws it or receives it at game start, he
must immediately discard it and draw a new one. Allies can use Airstrikes but no Airpower card...”
These two rules seem to contradict themselves, so how should we play it?
A. The rules should say, “Air Power card cannot be played by the Axis player.”

Noville to Foy
Q. The rules say, “The three sets of road hexes connecting Noville, Foy and Recogne are each worth a
single Temporary Medal Objective for the Axis Player. If the Axis player occupies one or more hexes in
any of these sets at the start of his turn, he scores one Temporary Medal. Only one medal is gained for
each set, regardless of the number of road hexes held there.” Are the road branch hexes with a name part
of a set?
A. No

Q. What is it about Memoir ’44 that has kept you interested for
game?

so long? Why haven’t you lost interest in this

on Memoir ’44 and that aspect is still as strong as
A. The history behind the game was what first got me hooked
in learning about another aspect of World War II.
ever. Each new expansion that comes out makes me interested
nding this game! I enjoy getting to know the men
The other thing that keeps me around, is the community surrou
a diverse group of fans on the forums and in the
and women at Days of Wonder, and I like interacting with such
s around the world who share my enjoyment of this
online game. Through my interactions, I feel like I have friend
be enjoying Memoir ’44 and bothering the
great game! All of these factors put together indicate that I’ll
community for a good long while still. :-)
!

» Jesse Rasmussen 〈Memoir ’44 Player - United States〉
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XII. Combat Cards

FAQ

Combat Cards
Q. The Pull-Back card states that, “You may retreat up to 3 hexes, through any ground units, and ignore terrain movement
restrictions.” Since I am already bending the rules a bit to move through a hex occupied by ground units, am I also able to
ignore the restriction of impassable terrain?
A. No, impassable terrain remains impassable (i.e. rivers, escarpments, mountains not accessible except via adjacent hills).
Q. The Combat Card, Armor Forward, says : “Up to 3 ordered Armor units may ignore terrain movement restrictions this
turn. Terrain battle restrictions still apply.” Does that mean I can ignore Minefields, Wire, and all other terrain and move my
tanks like I was using Behind Enemy Lines?
A. Yes. The tanks are able to ignore all terrain movement restrictions when being ordered with this card. Note: This also
means that the minefields do not blow up when an Armor unit passes through the hex.
Q. Fortify says, "Place a spare Sandbag in 1 ordered unit's hex after the unit has moved and battled." Is this saying that
Armor and Artillery can be fortified with Sandbags now?
A. Yes, any unit may fortify its position with this Combat Card.
Q. Unlike some other cards, Sniper doesn't specify that the Sniper be made from a surplus unit. Does this mean the Sniper
can be taken from casualty figures?
A. There currently are four Combat Cards that allow figures to be brought into or back into the battle. This is how they play:
» Sniper - A figure not deployed at the start of the battle or a figure lost during fighting, may be used for the
Sniper and added to the battle field.
» Armor Factory - Figures not deployed at the start of the battle or lost during fighting, may be used for the
Armor unit. If there are not enough figures to make a full strength unit the unit may not be placed yet.
» Reinforcements - Figures not deployed at the start of the battle or lost during fighting may be used to muster
a full strength reinforcement unit. If there are not enough figures to make a full strength unit, no
reinforcements can be placed yet.
» Return to Duty - If there are not enough lost Russian Infantry figures, the extra Return to Duty rolls are ignored.
Q. When playing Street Fighting, the card says, "One ordered unit in, or next to, a building hex may Close Assault with 1
additional die." May the unit move before Close Assaulting?
A. Yes, an ordered unit may move prior to battling. As the Combat Card rules state - One ordered unit in or next to a building
hex may Close Assault with 1 additional die. Don’t forget that Combat Cards are played at various times during your turn
and the Street Fighting feature of the Urban Combat Cards apply just before battling.

for a living?
Q. What was your job before you started designing board games
ement program.
manag
store
their
in
ny
A. I worked 25 years with the JCPenny compa
!

» Richard Borg 〈Designer of Memoir ’44〉
Notes:

Thanks to Jim «stevens» McCann, for his
dedicated help with this FAQ Supplement.
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